Volume of reaction by the Archibald ultracentrifuge method (lobster hemocyanin).
Samples of lobster hemocyanin (Homarus americanus) under conditions of reversible reaction between whole (25 S) and half (17 S) molecules have been subjected to accurately known nitrogen pressures in analytical ultracentrifuge cells. A modified pressurization chamber of the type developed by Schumaker and colleagues has been constructed for this purpose. The molecular weight was then determined at the top (liquid-gas) meniscus, by means of the Archibald method. The logarithmic dependence upon pressure of the derived equilibrium constant then gave directly the volume of reaction. Experiments were performed in veronal-citrate buffers at pH 8, where the molar volume of formation of whole (dodecameric) molecules from half molecules appears to be negative, and at pH 8.46 in veronal-citrate buffer in the presence of 0.003 molar free calcium ion, where the molar volume of formation was estimated to be + 390 cm3/mole. In glycine-sodium hydroxide buffer at pH 9.6 containing 0.0047 molar free calcium, the molar volume of formation of whole molecules was estimated to be +120 +/- 70 cm3, corresponding to an estimated difference in partial specific volume between whole molecules and half molecules of only 1.3 (10)-4cm3/gram. The correctness of the sign of this value in glycine buffer has been verified by pressure-jump light-scattering experiments.